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WELCOME
to the St Andrews Law Review

Founded in 2020, the St Andrews Law Review was established with the aim
of creating a community for aspiring legal professionals. As the first
publication of its kind, it serves as a platform for individuals to discuss their
interest in law and engage in thought-provoking and informative discourse. 

A rapidly changing industry, law is the perfect backdrop to engage critically
with the world around us. The last year, in particular, has highlighted the
crucial and pertinent nature of law and have sparked an array of discussions
amongst our community. At this time, the Law Review has served as a means
for some of the brightest and most ambitious students in the United
Kingdom to present alternative perspectives on key legal matters which
impact our generation. 

As a young and rapidly-developing publication, we are committed to
supporting the personal and professional development of our team and our
readers. We are therefore keen to work with companies that can guide them
in the crucial stages of their career. 

In return, we endeavour to craft a partnership plan that will best serve your
brand and align with your company’s aims and ethos. We offer our partners
extensive exposure to a wide network of hard-working and talented
professionals. In light of current restrictions on traditional in-person
recruitment and outreach, we provide the opportunity to connect with
students from leading higher education institutions in the UK.

On behalf of the St Andrews Law Review team, I would like to thank you for
your kind consideration. We greatly look forward to working with you! 

Siobhan Ali  
Founder and Editor-in-Chief
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St Andrews Law Review’s writers bring with
them a range of disciplinary backgrounds, from
Neuroscience and International Relations to
Human Rights Law and Philosophy. Thanks to
their diverse academic perspectives, they shed
light on the intersection of law with various
other sectors from business and technology to
the environment and gender issues. 

We have published 150 articles on a range of
topics from the legal issues posed by the
COVID-19 pandemic and the evolving role of
technology in the legal sector to environmental
legislation and social media regulation. Our
writers also produce monthly Legal News
Roundups summarising and critically reflecting
on top legal headlines and developments around
the world. 

We also launched our “Commercial Insight
Series” which involves interviews with trainees
and lawyers at leading firms such as Freshfields
Bruckhauss Deringer, Linklaters, Clifford
Chance, Simmons & Simmons and more. This
series of articles aims to guide and support
aspiring solicitors through their applications
and preparation. 

To commemorate our first anniversary, the St
Andrews Law Review compiled a special
Anniversary Issue. Showcasing a selection of
articles from the past year, the Issue is a
reflection of our writers' critical insight and
commentary. From the persecution of the
Uyghur population to legislation regulating
social media platforms, these articles explore a
range of crucial issues.

ARTICLES
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https://www.standrewslawreview.com/news
https://www.standrewslawreview.com/interviews
https://www.standrewslawreview.com/issue
https://www.standrewslawreview.com/articles
https://www.standrewslawreview.com/issue


Our base at the University of St Andrews in
Scotland was ranked the second best
university in the UK according to The
Guardian’s University League Tables 2020.
Home to a highly diverse cohort, St Andrews’
student body also consists of 41.4%
international students from across Europe,
the United States, China, Australia, Singapore
and more. 

Moreover, we have expanded our team -
which currently boasts over 60 members - to
include contributors from other leading
universities across the United Kingdom such
as the London School of Economics and
Political Science, Queen Mary University of
London, University College London, and the
Universities of Cambridge, Dundee,
Edinburgh and Glasgow.

Partnering with the St Andrews Law Review
therefore provides brands exposure to a global
audience through our writers and readers. We
also offer the ability to connect directly with
high-achieving, intelligent and professional
individuals who are interested in pursuing
law. 

READERSHIP

Facebook
5,239 reaches  

6,163 impressions 

Instagram
1,751 users reached

LinkedIn
2,010 impressions

Website
1,923 website views

IV*average per month



PARTNERSHIP
BENEFITS

We are committed to tailoring our partnership plans to best
serve your company and would be keen to discuss these

partnership plans in greater detail. 

£250*
Dedicated networking or information event (either in-
person or through a webinar)   
Logo included on St Andrews Law Review merchandise 
Logo added to Facebook ‘banner’ 
Advertisement included in Issue

 
*inclusive of the benefits outlined in the tier below

£100
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Custom-designed poster shared on Facebook (with paid
advertisement opportunities)
Post shared with followers on LinkedIn 
Dedicated Instagram post and accompanying Instagram Story
Tailored article on company and partnership published on the
website 
Company logo included on St Andrews Law Review website 

 



CONTACT US

standrewslawreview@gmail.com

@standrewslawreview

@standrewslawreview

linkedin.com/company/standrewslawreview

https://www.instagram.com/standrewslawreview/
https://www.facebook.com/standrewslawreview
https://www.linkedin.com/company/standrewslawreview

